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(WXYZ) — Michigan's extended mask mandate for kids ages 2-4 goes into

effect on Monday, but we all know getting kids to do things they don't want to
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Tips for getting younger kids to
wear a mask as new mandate
goes into effect
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is tough.

Related: Wearing masks won't have health consequences for kids,

local pediatric doctor says

Kids ages 2-4 are now required to have face coverings while in public spaces

and places like camps or daycare centers. Previously, the rule only extended to

kids as young as 5.

Many know it's going to be a challenge to get kids to wear masks, and it's hard

enough convincing some adults and teens to wear them.

Here are ways parents can help make the transition a little easier.



Use child-friendly language. Keep it simple and compare it to something

they already do, like wearing shoes when they go outside

Model mask-wearing. If your toddler sees you do it, they're more likely to

also

Practice through play. Have your child put a mask on their favorite doll or

stuffed animal

Let them pick their own mask and get creative

“Maybe finding a mask in their favorite color, maybe they have a favorite

cartoon character that they could find a mask with that. Anything you can do to

get a child to let them make choices… compliant with what we need them to

do," Lucy McGoron, an assistant professor of research at Wayne State, added.

Another idea is letting your kids pick a place in your home where masks are

kept. They can decorate, leave them in charge of keeping it tidy, and make

them feel like they're part of the process.

Experts warn also to take baby steps and avoid punishment, but rather stick to

positive reinforcement for when your child does wear the mask properly.

Additional Coronavirus information and resources:

View a global coronavirus tracker with data from Johns Hopkins

University.

See complete coverage on our Coronavirus Continuing Coverage page.

Visit our The Rebound Detroit, a place where we are working to help people

impacted financially from the coronavirus. We have all the information on

everything available to help you through this crisis and how to access it.


